
DateName Class

Watch the traffic and draw tally marks for 30 vehicles.

Color a square for each tally mark to make a graph.

We saw a lot of _______________ but not many _______________ .
There were more cars than _________________________ .

There were less vans than _________________________ .

There were more motorcycles than _________________________ .

There were more trucks than _________________________ .

car

motorcycle

van

bike

bus

truck

car motorcycle van

bike bus truck

Color a square for each tally mark to make a graph.

____________sold the most, ____________ sold the least. _______ kids sold more

than $5 and ____________ sold less than $5. David and Rob sold together the

same as ____________ . Sandy and Erik sold together the same as ____________ . 

Sandy

Karl

Jess

David

Rob

Maria

Erik

Andy

Sandy Karl

Jess David

Rob Maria

Erik Andy

These kids sold raffle tickets for $1 each. 
The tally marks show how many dollars they made.

Total Total

Which type of vehicles are driving past?
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ANSWER KEY

Which type of vehicles are driving past?
Watch the traffic and draw tally marks for 30 vehicles.

Color a square for each tally mark to make a graph.

We saw a lot of _______________ but not many _______________ .
There were more cars than _________________________ .

There were less vans than _________________________ .

There were more motorcycles than _________________________ .

There were more trucks than _________________________ .

car

motorcycle

van

bike

bus

truck

car motorcycle van

bike bus truck

These kids sold raffle tickets for $1 each. 
The tally marks show how many dollars they made.

Total Total

Color a square for each tally mark to make a graph.

Sandy

Karl

Jess

David

Rob

Maria

Erik

Andy

Sandy Karl

Jess David

Rob Maria

Erik Andy

6

8

3

4

12

5

10

14

Andy Rob 5____________sold the most, ____________ sold the least. _______ kids sold more

2than $5 and ____________ sold less than $5. David and Rob sold together the

same as ______Jess______ . Sandy and Erik sold together the same as ______Mari___a ___ . 
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